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NOVEMBER 2018 NEWSLETTER

All news this issue is overshadowed by 
the untimely passing of Paul O’Cal-
laghan after a very short illness. Paul, 
the husband of Lady Captain Felima, 
and former CEO of FBD  has been a cen-
tral and highly popular member of the 
club since its beginning.

All our thoughts are with his family at 
this trying time.

MEMORY LANE
For those who like a nostalgic or necessary 
stroll down the path of history it is pleasing 
to note that our friend, Mr. Webmaster, will 
make the old library of newsletters avail-
able when time permits. Which may not be 
soon! Meanwhile, he has started a new one 
as of September, as may have been noticed 
in the Members’ Area.

Paul O’Callaghan

TOMORROW’S NEWSLETTER
It has been known for some time, by all involved, that the format need-
ed modernising, and this has now been done. At a price. No live access 
to photographs, which some members like to download into their own 
albums. No single click enlarging, replaced by the more cumbersome 
zoom facility, at which few are adept. More worrying though is the de-
cision to reduce the amount of time spent on its production by the 
resort’s team. The reasons are viewable and understandable. Every de-
partment wants their demands top of the list. Not least the Sales & 
Marketing division, of which Mr.Webmaster is an integral part. For us 
though it means a smaller publication, a review of content with prob-
able need for fewer photographs, plus possibly the removal of prize 
winners names and scores, both of which appear online much closer to 
the event. Thought is being given to this “problem” with the future of 
the newsletter and its editor to the fore of discussions.
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RAINBOW SCRAMBLE
Bob and Jackie were in the resort but were not hurrying to play on a lovely Saturday morning, November 3rd., Campo 
Asia at its friendly best. The rank and file made their various ways to different parts of the golfing landscape in time for the 
soundless bugle call at 0930, the best tees having correctly been allocated to the elite playing in the delayed Medal Winners’ 
Final, of which more in due course.

All participants were reunited some hours later when it again fell to Monique Peters to handle the announcements and 
prize distribution, which she did with her usual humour and acceptable dis-regard of nit picking. Those on the receiving end, 
in order of success, were:

It was good to see Dean Moore back on the scene after his recent and worrying illness. He was in good spirits, ready to re-
sume playing, so we should be seeing Dean more!

The medalists were at the prize giving but will have to wait until next month for their plaudits and awards. It can be revealed 
though that the first three Men were Peter Edstrom(nett 73), Roy Davies(75), and Derek Steele(76).

There was an exciting finish in the Ladies with Judi Lentelink snatching the first place on handicap from Monique Peters, 
both with 76 nett. Third was Carol Rees(77).  

1st 59.3 points l/r Louis Lentelink, David 
Moody (with hat!), James Reid (with smile).

2nd 60.2 points l/r George Kirk, Doro-
thee Schmidt, Peter Robinson

3rd 62.7 points l/r Erling Johnsen, Pau-
line Hilliard, Manfred Wetzel

Men l/r Roy Davies, Derek Steele, Alan Jewett, Vic Hilliard, Peter Penney, Peter Edstrom, Francesco Castellano, Brian Farmer, David Evans.

l/r Connie Maphar, Jill Davies, Carol Rees, Rosa Hatz, Judi Lentelink,Tina Garner, Marie Wilson, Laura Thompson, Isabella Rippinger, Monique Peters.
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John Crombie was reput-
edly heard to mutter when 
news came though that one 
had landed on Mars, a place 
John has always wanted to 
visit.

WHERE SHE LEFT OFF

I WOULD LOVE TO BE A ROBOT

The only one on parade, supported by Monique, was David Evans.

Jill Davies set a new record for consis-
tency in winning this year’s Stableford 
League for Ladies. On Tuesday the 6th. 
on Asia she gave notice that she in-
tends to defend her title seriously by 
handing in a 38 point card. Enough to 
take first place in the Stableford, and 
by some gap between her and Connie 
Maphar(32) and Monique Peters(31). 

A cut of 0.9 to 12.6 was Jill’s “reward”, 
apart from the voucher!
David Evans was top of the male lea-
derboard, his 37 earning him a cut to 
18 and a tougher life to come. Caas La-
gerwerf, a point behind, will now play 
off 11.5, whilst there was no handicap 
change for Rob Garner(34).

OUTLOOK FOR LADIES
Next year’s Ladies Captain will be Mo-
nique Peters and, as might have been 
expected of this imaginative organiser, 
she already has the wheels in motion.

An email dated 4/11 has gone to all 
Lady Members listing the attractions 
during the year ahead, and inviting 
comment and suggestions. If you ha-
ven’t received a copy, or know other 
ladies who might be interested in be-
coming members, please email Mo-
nique.peters@me.com

DAILY MESSAGES 
FROM A US DINER
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VOTING WITH THEIR FEET
A paltry 21 players turned up to tackle America on Saturday 10/11.  Clearly the cold and threatening weather may have 
had a bearing, but it is not unreasonable to assume that the format – 4 clubs and a putter – is not a popular one, de-
spite the decision making being easier? Ultimately the winning team showed that the absence of nine clubs made little 
difference. They were: 

MEDAL MUDDLE
The first Medal of the new campaign was played on Europa, Tuesday 13th. and certainly 13 proved an unlucky number 
for the 28 players who found themselves disqualified. It seems there was a profusion of tees. Logs, balls and plates. The 
start sheet’s instructions were clear enough. Discs = plates. Of which there should be two per tee, but aren’t. The full 
story involves considerable irritation and some anger even but, rules are rules. End of story.
My first-out group had no such problems – as far as we knew! – and our first nine holes were noteworthy because of the 
remarkable form of Allan Fotheringham who shot 36 gross! His distinctive, near horizontal drive went unerringly to its 
target area and, if you factor in luck, it might be said that “the ball ran for him”.  At the turn he was being urged by David 
Moody to buy a lottery ticket on the way home, and had a Betfair shop been available it is likely we would have all put 
money on him winning the day. Unfortunately the fairy tale could not be continued. Allan-the-Normal returned but 
even so his final 70 nett was enough to finish second and see him cut to 14.7

The real star of the day though was Chris Slattery, off 5.8, who also recorded a 70 and a cut to 5.6. Seppo Jaaskelainen was 
third with 73. He has had a very solid year.

The three top ladies were Lilly Lagerwerf(72), Alison Kirk(74), and Arlene Doyle(75).
Unfortunately none of the six were available at prize giving or picture taking.

1st 73 points l/r Allan Fotheringham, 
Iain Macaulay, Wendy Warren

Eric Morecambe sitting at the grand piano comes to mind. “I am playing the right keys” he protested, “but not neces-
sarily in the right order”.  Which is my excuse for not knowing exactly what the following won but it must have been 
something to warrant a photo?

Allan Fotheringham & Seppo Jaaskaleinen Carol Rees & Wendy Hinds

2nd 75 points l/r Richard Hinds, Anne 
Mills, Libby Robinson, Dean Moore

3rd 78 points l/r John Mills, Hazel 
Gilchrist, Alan Jewett, Peter Robinson 

Regret no team photo available!
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MEN OF FEW WORDS
It will not have escaped the notice of readers that our team captains, whilst worthy golfers and nice enough folk, fall 
somewhat short when it comes to match reports. Spontaneous, unsolicited contributions to these columns is almost 
unheard of, and even polite, friendly nudges earn little reward. As this example from David Moody, a man not known 
for verbal reticence, demonstrates. It refers to a match between our Seniors La Liga team and that of Miraflores. Date 
and venue?
 
“We lost 21/2 to 1/2. John and Peter got the half on the final hole.
George and I had a chance of a half when we improved over the final 9 but succumbed eventually. It pains me to say that 
Alan and Philip were given a pasting; the score remains a state secret but it was bad. It was my last match as captain and 
I want to thank everyone who has contributed to La Liga in the last two years.

David”

Johan and Ria Wershoven are enjoying life in Portugal 
these days, keeping remarkably fit via a routine of golf 
without buggy, cycling, serious walking and sensible diet. 
Sounds so easy!

NEWS OF OTHER FRIENDS

Michael Kruppa with his recently arrived second grand-
child, and on the brink of some golf in far off Thailand.
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MORNING AFTER THE NIGHT BEFORE
Only seven 4-balls to be seen on Europa, Saturday 17/11 but at least half the 
field had been at a distant and indulgent private function, after which the ma-
jority would not have been in bed before 02.30 Add in the threat of rain and 
28 players was a good turn out? Highly commendable on the part of those so 
royally entertained.

Details of the day are rather vague but the results were:

CAPTAIN’S TROPHY

Another night of rain. Another gloomy 
morning.. Buggies restricted to concrete 
instead of grass. No action for the editor 
– again! A number of last minute rain 
fearing withdrawals probably regretted 
it later when the rain stopped and the 
sun came out of hiding. Even so protec-
tion of the course was fully understand-
able. It was very wet on Tuesday 20/11 
with free drops aplenty.

David Evans, on a bit of a streak at the 
moment, came in with 38 and yet an-
other cut. Cees Lagerwerf shot 36 and 
Rob Garner 33, playing off 3. 
Scores from the Ladies were more mod-
est with greatly experienced Carol Rees 
heading the list with 32. Caz Rosselli, a 
late entrant but very disciplined player, 
had a 31 with Tina Garner 3rd on 29.

The relevant pictures will appear under 
Fun in the Sun later on.

1st 88 points l/r Derek Steele, Libby Robinson, Cathy Gulya, Louis Lentelink

2nd 87 points l/r Vic Hilliard, Ursula Wetzel, Jill Davies, Richard Hinds

3rd 87 points l/r Loraine Murphy, John Mills, Carol Rees, John Youngs

NEWS FROM OUR 
HANDICAP SECRETARY

Perspicacious David Wilson, in his own 
words, reports from Switzerland:

“Thanks to so many of you that sent me 
get well messages. I am now lying flat on 
my back with my right leg raised - not 
easy to write emails - after a (hopefully) 
successful operation. The surgeon was 
able to save about 30% of the Achilles’ 
tendon, which is now supported by the 
tendon harvested from my big toe. I 
hope to be out of hospital on Monday. 
(27/11)”

It has been a frustrating time for David, 
one of our best golfers, so his words are 
encouraging. Get better soon, David, to 
coin an old phrase.
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FUN IN THE SUN
It is pleasing to be able to report that the Captains’ Fun Day on Saturday 24th. was blessed with sunshine throughout. 
Not a drop of rain in sight. Unfortunately the playing conditions underfoot were less than enjoyable. Like courses all along 
the Costa del Sol Campo America was muddy, soggy and slippery. Not at all pleasant. As anyone who watched the Tour 
Ladies playing at La Quinta can vouch, even the pro’s suffered from the recently incessant rain legacy.

However, gloom and despondency never had a chance, faced as they were by well stocked lunch bags for everyone, plus 
a nice La Cala biro engraved with “Captains’ Trophy 2018”.  Then, at the 10th., progress was disrupted by the presence of 
a well stocked “bar” kindly manned(?) by Helena Widegren and Judi Lentelink. Statisticians will wish to know that gin & 
tonics topped the popularity list.

Here would be appropriate to thank Felima for the pens and Thomas for his food and beverage contributions. Very 
thoughtful and kind of them both.

The main event of the week was the Captains’ Trophy, played off the plates on Tuesday 20th. and resulting as follows, 
Ladies first.

The men coped rather better, it seems, if their scores are anything to go by. Especially the very in-form David Evans who 
continues to impress.

Winner Carol Rees (32) Runner-up Caz Roselli (31) Third Tina Garner (29)

Winner David Evans(38) Runner up Cees Lagerwerf(36) Third Rob Garner (33)

(N
o picture available)
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No Fun Day would be complete without Nearest-the-Pin and Longest Drive tests.  The latter presented an extra chal-
lenge for some because the wind got up as the day wore on, and got colder too. Hole 10 was the testing ground and, so 
it is reported, the wind factor was the difference between Richard Ledgard and Alan Jewett, both of whom hit, quote, 
“humongous drives”. Off the yellow tees 

Mike Fisher, in the last group on this hole, obviously managed to keep his effort under the wind, from the lower blue 
tee, and was duly rewarded.

The competition of the Fun Day was a Soft Bramble, played off the relevant logs and for which there were no less than 
five prizes. The first three home got a trophy and the others wine

Third l/r Sten Valentin, Ursula Wet-
zel, Geoff Thompson, Wendy Hinds

Fourth l/r Mike Fisher, Peter Penney, 
Cathy Gulya, Caz Roselli

Fifth l/r Libby Robinson, Carol Rees, 
Jan Debrauwer, Damien Murphy

Winners l/r Rob Garner, John Brooks, Monique Peters, 
Iain Macaulay

Runners up l/r Richard Ledgard, David Moody, Wendy 
Warren, Manfred Wetzel

l/r Happy Alan & Mike l/r Sten Valentin and Anne Hannam, NTP winners
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MORE KNOCKOUT CHAMPIONS

Winners of the Mixed Doubles this year were Geoff and Laura Thompson who defeated Alan and Wendy Jewett 5 & 4, 
a surprising score which will not have gone down well in star spangled banner country.

Already winner of the Stableford League, and someone who will look back on 2018 with deserved satisfaction, is Derek 
Steele. Once a very popular marshall here he is now a three times a week at least performer of considerable merit. He 
takes his golf seriously but a smile is never far away. A North Country lad, with a tough working life as a coal miner, 
Derek is still straight talking, and easy to hear.  He now wields his clubs as though controlled by a Dancing Billy and has 
exchanged his Davy Lamp for a whole colourful range of golfing attires. His 3 & 2 victory over Rob Garner in the Singles 

Final was the icing on this year’s cake, and well deserved.

Never mind the mud, said Iain Macaulay

It was a great pity that Ladies’ Captain Felima O’Callaghan wasn’t present, due to the illness of husband Paul, but Cap-
tain Thomas Widegren paid suitable tribute to her during his prize giving speech.

Every participant was given a voucher entitling them to one drink 
and one tapa but visual evidence suggests that a blind eye and gen-
erous spirit were in cohesion! The tapas were  especially popular, six 
or more varieties circulating in abundance.

So, another traditional event drew to a happy and successful end. 
Those responsible for organising the day, and for putting in extra ef-
forts, deserve the thanks of all.

The Captain  Waiting to be distributed
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jackperry27@gmail.com 

HANDICAP FREEZE

Chris Slattery, with whom this editor has yet the pleasure of playing, is enjoying a year end run of good form. 38 points 
off his lowly handicap is proof of that and the more laudable for being achieved on less than helpful surfaces. Our Hon.
Sec sneaked into second place on Tuesday 27/11, his 34 just edging out David Moody on handicap.

It was only a question of time before Ursula Wetzel’s name started appearing at or near the top of the Ladies’ lead-
erboard after her hip problems and prolonged absence from the game. She will have been happy with the 31 points 
which earned her the first slot, handicap difference giving her the edge over battling Maddie Brooks. Caz Rosselli’s 
name is appearing with regularity and this Tuesday saw 30 points win third place.

For reasons unknown at time of writing there were no handicap movements, up or down?

(Later. To make a mockery of the paragraph heading we now learn that Chris was reduced by 0.8 to a testing 4.8 and a 
new challenge.)

CHRISTMAS IS NIGH

Bearing in mind that the next newsletter will be in 2019, by which time “Happy Christmas” will be somewhat irrelevant, 
perhaps the thought should be dealt with now, even though we are in November! The local decorations are up, if not 
yet illuminated, the public garden areas already thick with poincettias, cards being written and posted to the far away 
places, gifts wrapped and plans made, restaurants booked and parties organised. Christmas is a demanding time of 
year, and not entirely for the right, original reasons. However, we are all here, members and friends both, thanks, lest 
we forget, to the sacrifices made by others, of which we were reminded so movingly by the extensive Rememberance 
Day television coverage. Having been bombed out of home three times during the Blitz on East London your editor 
is ever mindful of those who didn’t survive the two world wars. So, to Management, Jose and Ivan, Captains and vice 
captains to be, not least all Members and Owners, may we wish you the Happiest of Christmases, a Healthy and more 
Peaceful new year.


